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I am more than honoured to write a valediction to Sir Joseph Hotung with whom my wife, Bebe, 

and I shared the common interest in the appreciation and collection of Chinese jades. We were 
brought together in the late 1980s through an introduction by the late Robert Ellsworth, the doyen of 
New York dealers in Chinese antiquities who had commenced a friendship with Sir Joseph Hotung. 
At the point of our introduction Joe had recently decided to part with his major western artwork which 
was a classic portrait by Franz Hals and to turn to the purely Chinese persona of his ethnic 
antecedents through a jade realization ably and irresistibly guided by Robert Ellsworth. We had 
independently been very friendly with Victoria Dicks, Joe’s evergreen personal assistant and we were 
fortunate indeed to be invited to accompany the two of them on trips to explore into ancient Chinese 
and Siberian historical creativity in the Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg and twice in firstly the 
Shaanxi Provincial Museum in Xian and secondly in the Liaoning Provincial Museum in Shenyang 
where in the cold draughts of a bleak north Chinese winter we were extremely privileged to meet with 
Guo Da Shun, the leader of the excavation team at the monumentally important Hongshan ( 紅山 ) 
culture site at Niu He Liang ( 牛河梁 ) near to Chi Feng ( 赤峰 ) in Liaoning Province. On these 
trips there were other memorable moments and I can particularly remember in the hotel in Shenyang 
where the dining room featured a small group of ancient musicians playing Chinese instruments and, 
particularly, a solo rendering of “Auld Lang Syne” on the two string fiddle or Er Hu – a memory 
which will be with me forever and how we sat silently mesmerized by talks of Neolithic jade and the 
plaintively haunting playing of this Scottish melody. Joe cordially invited us to the opening in the 
British Museum of his first exhibition of his jade collection when we dined among the Elgin marbles 
in the Classical Sculpture Galleries in 1992. Subsequently Joe suggested and the British Museum 
agreed that he kindly donate the financial assistance for the full relighting of the long King Edward 
VII Gallery at the rear of the Museum. The successful achievement of this project was a major event 
attended by Her Majesty the Queen. Subsequently the British Museum together with Joe’s help 
adventured into the total reoganisation of the King Edward VII Galleries into a fully restructured 
displaying model which, again, was kindly opened by Her Majesty the Queen and renamed the Joseph 
Hotung Gallery – a nomenclatural metamorphosis justifiably associated with the refitting of the 
Gallery following which all visitors have been greatly assisted in maximum availability of 
information and lighting to the benefit of all. 

 
Throughout all these adventures and travels Joe remained a perennially courteous and personally 

approachable and impeccably mild mannered figure of reticent distinction and it is in that capacity 
that we remember him and honour the magnificent contributions which he has made both to the 
British Museum and to the educated study of Chinese jade in all its everlasting magnificent glorious 
development over 7,000 years. 
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